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year, its own verse-drama as welP How more worthily
could Shakespeare, the greatest of all our verse-drama-
tists, be honoured1
Since the memorable day when I heard Swinburne I
have listened to many poets reading their verse, and
always with enjoyment Not that they invariably read
well Why should they? To read poetry well is a rare
art which, like any other, depends on natural gift and
on the cultivation of that gift But whether they read
well or ill, emphatically or monotonously, poets make
me feel the ardour which burns in them until something
of that ardour is kindled within myself
Of all the poets I have heard reading their own poetry,
Yeats stands out pre-eminent His voice is beautiful and
his diction supple His restrained use of emphasis never
interrupts the rhythm of the lines, and yet, so consum-
mate is his art, that the emotions which the words them-
selves call forth are intensified and clarified by his
speaking of the verse Of the younger poets many read
beautifully, as those who frequent the Poetry Book
Shop which Mr and Mrs Harold Monro established
know full well, but of them all I think that Humbert
Wolfe has pleased me most Thanks to Italian blood
which flows mixed with English in his veins, his words
have a fuller, richer sound than most purely English
voices can produce Yet of the poetry I have heard
spoken the most beautiful was that of a—to me—
unknown voice which I heard over the wireless on the
night when the General Strike came to an end After
announcing the news, the voice spoke with beauty
surpassing any that I have heard BUke's lines on
Jerusalem The emotion with which I listened to the
concluding lines is evoked every time they recur to my
memory
I will not cease from mortal strife
Nor shall the sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land

